
PrairieCon Canadian National Catan Championship Pre-qualifier 
Rules 
 

To enhance the quality of players in the Canadian National Catan Championship, PrairieCon 
wishes to offer a select number of local gaming organizations the opportunity to run pre-qualifier 
Settlers of Catan tournaments, the winners of which will advance to the Finals of the Canadian 
National Catan Championship at PrairieCon. 

PrairieCon will: 
• Offer the winner of the approved pre-qualifier tournament a spot in the Finals of the 

Canadian National Catan Championship.  The winner of the pre-qualifier will bypass the 
preliminary rounds of the tournament and be one of the 16 players advancing to the final 
on Sunday June 5, 2016 in Brandon.  

o Players advancing to the Finals from pre-qualifier tournaments will be ranked as 
seed 15 and 16 to determine table and seat placement.  Determination of who is 
seed 15 and who is seed 16 will be made by dice roll. 

The approved pre-qualifier tournament organizers will: 
• Ensure that the 5th edition rules of Settlers of Catan is used.  A summary of these rules 

is attached. 
• Ensure that all games run to 10 points.  If time is a concern, 30-60 second player turn 

lengths may be set; trades and builds not completed before the time limit is reached are 
null and the dice are passed. The total game time and number of turns may not be 
restricted.  

• Run a single tournament of games and send the winner to Canadian National Catan 
Championship at PrairieCon.  This tournament may occur over a series of matches with 
the winners playing in a local semi-final or final to determine an overall winner.  

The winner is responsible for all costs associated with attending PrairieCon.  (Tournament 
organizers may provide PrairieCon preregistration and Catan event fee as prizes but this is not 
required.) 

  



Appendix A: Rules Clarifications  
Dice  

• A player’s turn begins with receiving the passed dice.   
• Players are allowed to play any development card (for example, a road building card) 

before they roll the dice. This counts as their one development card played for the turn.  
• No other actions (trading/building) may occur prior to the rolling of the dice.  
• Once the dice are rolled, the dice roll must be resolved before any other actions are 

taken.  
• A die that lands unevenly may be considered “cocked” if you cannot stack the second 

die on top of it without it falling off.  
• When a re-roll is called for, both dice are re-rolled (not just the one in error).  

Cards  
• Resource and Development cards must be kept above the table, and any player may 

require a count of another player’s resource and development cards.  
• If there are not enough resource cards to fully distribute after rolling the dice, then 

nobody will receive a card of that kind unless a single person is collecting the resource 
from that roll. The other resource cards from the roll are handed out to the players as 
usual.  

• Development cards with Victory Points on them always count towards the player’s score 
and do not need to be played to the table.  

Building and Trading  
• There is no distinction between the trade and building phase of a player’s turn. A player 

may build and trade in any order until they decide to pass the dice.  
• Trades may only be made with the active player. You cannot negotiate deals with 

another player for a future turn.   
• Resources traded to a player other than the active player may not be traded to the bank 

(either directly or through a port) until that player’s turn.  
• Players are not allowed to build a road beyond a settlement or city of another player.  
• Players are allowed to upgrade a settlement to a city in the same turn the settlement is 

built, if the player has a settlement to physically place on the board.  
• If a player buys a development card with a victory point on it, they may immediately 

reveal it if it is their tenth victory point to win the game.  
• A harbor/port may be used the same turn that a player builds a settlement on it.  

Robber  
• The robber is in effect as soon as the game begins, from the first throw of the dice. 

There is no “grace period” before the robber is moved, and it can steal on the first turn.  
• The robber MAY be moved back to the desert during the game.  
• You may not solicit bribes to influence the placement of the robber.  

Winning  
A player has won if they have 10 or more victory points on their turn. If a player does not 
notice that they have 10 points, the player must wait until the next turn before winning 
the game (assuming no earlier player wins, and the player still has 10 points).  


